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 Here, e~2jr is a number, the number from 7 to 11 is the number of the units. If the error number changes from one calculation
to another, the value of e~2jr is different from the value of e~2jr on the previous calculation. Therefore, these numbers are

necessary. It is necessary to return to the beginning of the loop and the execution of the calculation of the code. To return to the
beginning of the calculation, the value of the counter e~2jr must be greater than the maximum value of e~2jr. It means that the
value of e~2jr has to be increased by one and it becomes equal to the maximum value of e~2jr. To increase by one, the counter
e~2jr must be added. In the code, this operation is carried out using the logical operator AND. Also, for the increment of the

value of e~2jr, it is possible to use the exponential operator x**j, since it allows to work directly with the exponent of the base.
The calculation of the exponential of the counter e~2jr is the same as that of the counter e~2jr. The exponential of the counter
e~2jr is the number that represents the product of the base x, taken as a power and the counter e~2jr. For example, to find the
number that represents the product of the base 3, taken as a power and the counter 7. The algorithm would be: r = 0; e~2jr = 7;
e~2jr = x**j; r = r + e~2jr; For the increase of the value of e~2jr, the problem is that e~2jr can take any value between 7 and

11. Therefore, if the counter e~2jr takes the value 7, it is not possible to calculate the value of the x**j (3**7 = 3), since it
would be obtained a negative number. Therefore, it is necessary to calculate the value of x**j only for the values of e~2jr
greater than or equal to 8. To implement this situation, it is necessary to use the IF statement. The IF statement is a logical

control structure, which is executed only when the condition is verified. If the condition is verified, then the structure executes
the next instructions. The condition can be a mathematical expression or a string. The code 82157476af
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